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Hutchins
Hall
Renovations
Continue

By John Panourgias
Two more law school rooms are
undergoing serious facelifts this fall. Rooms
236 and 250 are being renovated. According
to Henrietta Slote, Room 236 will be
restructured to better accommodate a small
section. In the past, professors had complained
about Room 250 being too big to hold classroom
discussions and to teach in. The room's new
configurations should solve this problem.
Slote noted that the major change in
Room 250 will be that the configuration of the
seats will be more pronounced to support a
class discussion. "Room 250 should be in use

by winter term, while Room 236 should be
ready for use by the end of fall term," Slote
said.
Future r enovations are being planned for
Room 150 and the Court Room on the second
floor. "There is not much that can be done
with Room 150 as far as structural changes,
but there will be some cosmetic changes,"
Slote stated. The Court Room will be
redesigned so that it better accommodates
video taping. In addition, the CourtRoom will
be renovated so that it no longer resembles an
appellate court but a trial court. These
renovations will probably not take place until

next summer .
The law school renovation committee is
making a concerted effort to keep the
renovations of the new rooms in accordance
with the architecture of the buHding. Special
attention is being paid to preserve the windows
in these rooms. No renovations of the library
are now in the works.
In addition, seven student organizations,
along with the Law School Fund, are being
rr.oved to the white house on State and Tappen.
This will create more space on Ievell of Legal
Research for an expanded computing center.
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GEO: Law School Using Smokescreen
By Don Wheaton
The Law School's refusal to hire Junior
Clerks is "a complete smokescreen," according
to the Graduate Employment Organization's
(GEO) Richard Dees.
Also, two Senior Judges view the lack of
Junior Clerks not so much as a personal
tragedy, but more as a fundamental loss for
the first year students.
The b1iefs have been filed nnd the hearings
were concluded in mid-Augu!;t. The Law
School and GEO expect a decision shortly, for
the decision must come within 30 days after
the hearings.
At the hearings, five people testified for
theGEO, and none testified for the University.
Witnesses directed their testimony to two
Issues: first, whetherSeniorJudgesandJunior
Clerks are employees for purposes of the GEO
contract \vith the University; nnd second,
whether Senior Judges and Junior Clerks are
"graduate students" for purposes of the GEO
contract.
According to Dees, the University in
regard to the first issue took the position that
"it could designate whomevt>r it chooses as an
employee." In regard to the second issue, the
Cniversitycharacterizesa "graduate student"

r

as only embracing Rackhnm Students.
Dees believes the first issue was
dispositivelydecided in a priorGEOgrievnnce
\vith the University involving Biochemistry
students. Since the GEO won that grievance,
and since he cannot see how this situation is
different, Dees expects a ruling in the GEO's
favor on the first issue- that Senior Judges
nnd Junior Clerks are University employees
for purposes of the collective bargaining
agreement.
Dees said the second issue turns on an
interpretation oflanguage within the collective
bargaining agreement: a graduate student
must be "in good standing," as determined by
the Rackham School and the Departments.
Two interpretations were advanced, Dees
continued. The first interpretation was that
both the Rack ham School and the Departments
factor in the determination of good standing;
the second was that any Department could
determine good standing.
Also in the background of the second
issue's resolution is a 1981 MERC ruling
mandating the University to deal with the
GEO and the terms under which this should
be done. TheMERC decision specified teaching
and excluded research, characterizing
employees as those who perform work essential

AALSA Has Big Plans ¥or

to the main function of the University teaching, not research.
Dees outlined the results of the possible
dec1sions. If the Senior Judges and Junior
Clerks are found to be employees but not
graduate students, they could still be organized
into a union, but could not be included in the
GEO.
If the Senior Judges and Junior Clerks
are both employees and graduate students,
they become a part of the bargaining unit and
fall under the GEO contract. Their pay scale
will be determined by how much work they do.
Dees characterized the Law School's
anticipated $500,000 liability as a "myth."
"Under no construction of what the Senior
Judges andJuniorClerks do, the Junior Clerks
will not receive tuition waivers," Dees noted.
If the Senior Judges receive the waiver, Dees
added, the potential liability is $300,000350,000 per year.
"But it is unlikely that Senior Judges will
get the waiver, and I never represented to
them they would receiveone,"Deesdisclaimed.
"The Law School has every reason to hire
the Junior Clerks, especially if their actions
are based on financial reasons," continued
Dees. Dees pointed out that if the Law School
loses, even if the Senior Judges receive a

1~88-89 .
of

Because Asians constitute a rel~tively small percent
the Law School population, a priority for AALSA is the
recruitment of new students. In the spring. AALSA contacts
students offered admission to welcome them and answer any
questions they may have about the programs, activities, or life
at the Law School; AALSA also hosts offer{!es who choose to
visit the Law School before making a final decision.
The organiZation is now in its fourth year and has seen an
increase of over 100% in the number of Asian students in this
yMr's entering class.
"'There has been a gro,,ing interest in law schools," said
by Eunice Park
Sybil Uung, co-president of AALSA with ~1ay Liang, •and
Although small tn number, tht> Asian AmE-rican Law that includes among Asians.~ Leung continued, ~we want
Stud(mts Association (AALSA) has a strong commitment to , Asian students, to be interested in attending U-M Law."
Consequently; AALSAalso seeks to provide a network of
supporting tije adyanccml'nt of AsianAmeJ,"icans in the law
artd, mor~ specifiCally, to t-xponding opportunities for Asian support for Asian studentsonce they arrive at the Law School.
American involvement nt the University of Michigan Law "'The organization is anotherresource forinformation." Liang
~hool.
·" . asserted. "lts nice to have other third- and second-year
Editor's note: The "Baument groups•: you'vf' seen the
po.-ters. bolte sales arul buildin board.c;; gone/() (1 ucture or
brou·n bog lunch; or even Ex long toone or tu'O. But who are the
students znside these little ~>ubterreneart officett? Thi:. article
1..~ tht· first in. a series of capsule summancs of Law School
Student Grottps, showing tht• di rNrsityand depth ofMichigan
students. lfyou h<Ive a group u•htch would lilre to be featured
in. on upcoming issue, plt'OSf <ontact the features or news
ediJort..

tuition waiver, the Junior Clerks Will only
cost the school an additional $30,000 per year.
Moreover, if the Law School does not hire
the Junior Clerks, it is highly likely that the
Senior Judges will be pushed over the time
requirements which mandate a tuition waiver.
If the judges had clerks, Dees mnintained, the
judges would notquali ty for the tuition waiver.
Dees projected that Senior Judges would
be paid a .2fractionofthe Full Time Equivalent
(FTE)-$7651/term -and that Junior Clerks
would be paid a .15 fraction. This would be
roughly double what the judges and clerks are
currently paid, and would be an additional
$80,000 cost to the Law School, said Dees.
"Currently, for the price of one professor,
the Law School is getting the whole course
completely staffed - a deal. If we win the
grievance, the program will be the cost of two
professors," Dees commented.
"Even if we win the grievance, the Law
School will be getting the program for a real
bargain, especially when compared to other
schools," said Dees.
Also factoring into the Law School's
projected liability, however, is that if the GEO
\vins the grievance, the pay increases and/or
tuition waivers would be retroactive and last
See GEO page SIX

students to tnp into for infonnntioo on in~rviewing, "'
·summer jobs, and classes."
"Besides providing :.-upport, AALSA cooperates with
other Asian American groups at the U-M to educate the
community about Asian American issu~s by bringing
Asian American playwrights poets, and media reporters
to the campus during tho l.iruversity-designatf"d Asian
Awareness ~lonth.
AALSAalsosponsored lastyeal"'sMinority Awareness
Symposium in conjunction with other law student groups,
which featured attorney Donald Tamaki who spoke on the
internment of Japanese Americans m World War TI; this
year. AALSA hopes to have Fred Koramatsu speak to the
Lav. School
"Asian American~ do hnve problems uniquely Asian
Amencan nnd the n odel minority> stt>reotype 1~ just
that-it ends up ha\llng a negative impact," Liang said.
''We need to addre:~s the~e 1ssucs. That is thu thrust of
what 1 think AALSA should be about."
AALSA acquired it own office this yea, to be locate-d
in Legnl Re;;earch 112.
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Opinion
GEO's Side

EditDr U. Cllk(: Paul Cumou
M~ Editor. Jodto KDAppman

a..,;,_ M~ u.. Crd!cobuy

N<wo: Kcri Cbe~~owctb
OpWDA: Rob<rt Coldbuy
Fttltluu: Scou Ceuler
C4111p<d<r C4MUI14111: J im He nderoo o
[A., In th4 Raw: Colin Zick, Erie Luoma, J oe KeUmeycr

To the Editor.
The story in last week's Res Gestae on the grievance that
the Graduate Employees Organization (GEO) has filed on
Ctaplaict:
behalf of the judges and clerks against the Law School was a
SID/f: LIN Batey, 11m CoiUion, Nortleo Date-Warrick, ChrUillne Orylle,
perfectly accurate account-ofthe administration's position.
Clinton I! II lou, Tony Etto,..,, Jo..ph Fogel, Harold Hunt.e r, An drew Ko~
Ellen Marke, MaW"fftl McAnd~, Margie Hohall, John My..,r, ~q>han1e
The
administration wants to present the grievance as a
Oana, Steve Olooo, J ohn Panourglu, EW>Ice Pari<, Evle Sh~, Oeualo
horrible disruption of the Writing and Advocacy program that
Shin, Da ve 8 ' - n, Don WhC'a tOn, JDI Wheaton, 11m Rort.o"'
could well destroy the careful balanceoftheentire Law School.
The Reo ~etae I• published every Wednuday duri111 the rqubr t<hool year by atudent•
oCThe Unlven lly ofMithlpn Law School. Opinion• apreued in byhnedartldeJare ItSo the Law School administration "suggests" that the school
o( tho authon and do not nec:t~oanlyrtpr<Mntlheopmlon of tho editorial etaJt Arllcltt
will Jose $500,000 if the judges and clerks win the grievance
may be reprinted w1thout pennlu lon, provided thallhe author and The JUt Celllae ~n
credited and notified. Mallln«addreu: UnlversityofMichipnLaw S<hooi,300 Hut<hine
and
that the two hours of credit that the judges receive for
llaii, AnnArbor,MI 48109-1215. Phone:(313)763-0333.
taking a seminar designed to teach them how to teach their
Artlcl<t, !etten and nodces for The Ret Cucae should be submitted to Room 7008 by
case clubs is in jeopardy. And now they have decided that they
6:00p.m. on the Sunday precedlnc publlcetion. Item• eubmil~ al\et lhle lime will not
nonnally"-eonllidered forinduaion In the followin(iMue. A.n on,.,..,... •vbmluiort•IC'ill
cannot hire clerks until the arbitration is settled.
nol ~ pri111.«1 UIIU.. IJttltkntlltofl!ttaul!t or lldii<W.~ lo tlo< ~ll<>nr and tAt ,..
On each of these points, the reality is not quite as the
/1 o comp<~IIIIIII"HIOII for lh• aulltor I<J r•moln a11onymou1.
administration wishes to paint it. Consider:
TheRea~otae i"$\Utjt\a lhataubmiu lonsbeplaeedonMacintoehdlau and aubmitu.dby
1. Can the Law School hire clerks? Yes. No one hns ever
the Sundaydeedtine. Th!a wiii N•o ustimeand expodi~ lheprinliniofyouropinions and
ldeu. The piocemaybetyped! nanyofthofollowing wordproceui"'PI'Oiframa: WriteNow,
suggested that the junior clerks will receive a tuition waiver
1
1
f-M_
Ic...,..,
_ n_w
_o_rd_, w
_ o_rdP
_ etr_""_ or
_ •'lil_ w
_ n_·..,_. ------------1 if they are Teaching Assistants. If the judges and clerks win
the grievance, it will cost the Law School an additional
$30,000 per year to hir e clerks- hardly an amount likely to
With the arrival of fall, a young lawyer's break the Law School's budget. So whether it wins or loses the
fancy turns to interviewing. Unless you never grievance, the administration has no reason not to hire clerks.
open an RG (or don't want to practice law) you Indeed, it has good reason to go ahead and hire them. If the
already fel t this primal urge draw you to Room administration does not hire clerks, then the judges will
certainly work enough hours this term to earn a tuition
200. Make no mistake, this is a nature-provided
waiver. But if the judges have clerks to help them, they
defense mechanism.
probably will not receive a tuition waiver. So the Law School
One can see this occur in first-year students will probably lose more money if they do not hire clerks than
esp ecially. Before they can turn in their first if they do. So the decision not to hire clerks has not been made
brief or be~in seriously outlining, r ookies worry for financial reasons, as the administration claims.
about getting their resumes in order so they can
send them out right away in November (latest
December) and be in position for that all-impor Jocko on Life
tant summer job.
Now work experience is quite valuable for
first-year students, but the emphasis and the
timing of the interviewing process detract from
what should be th e primary function of a law
school: learning. When they are least acquainted
with the law, when they have one of the two
By J ocko Knappma nn
heaviest class schedules they'll have, they also
You know how like everybody has that one stress trigger,
h a ve the hardes t time of locating summer work. tbatonestupidlittlethingthat,defyingalllogir, they absolutely
Opt ions, such as working for a professor or doing cannot begin to deal with? Well, I've found mine. No matter
public-interest work, are available. But that what the situation, f'll never, ever be able to watch the airline
does n ' t ease anxiety.
seat in front of me recline back wi thout losing my mind. The
In this haze, l et one item be known: It is a recliningpersoncouldevenby someoneasbeautiful,kind,and
myth that e veryonegetsajobfirstyear. Life gets thoughtful as Mary Houle, but it just wouldn't matter.
I discovered this weaknessjusta few weeks ago. Granted,
much easier interview-wise second year, and I'm a semi-tall kind of guy and leg room on one of them there
t hird y ear is vegetation time. The firms who planes is never abundant, but I go nuts even if the offender is
w e re not interested in you last year have sud- encroaching onspace l'mnotusing. Evenjustafractionofan
d e nly become much brighter and are most happy inch causes me to sit there and wish immediate and painful
to m eet you at their cocktail parties. But there death on the unsuspecting victim. Why does this happen?
are a lot of first years, and not so many places. So Several possible theories come to mind.
First is the Eventual Necessity Theory. I know it's going
c hill out, and remember: It can only get better.
to be a long flight and thatr-for comforts sake-I'm at some
time or another going to need every single lousy square
centimeter I can get. It doesn'tmatter that i don'tneed it right
Law students should sleep more soundly then and there. By this logic, the Offender (as I'll refer to the
tonight, knowing the preparedness of the reclining person in front of me) has taken possession of
Univ ersity's finest. Recently, a bat found its way something that I consider mine and that I'll eventually need.
into a student's room in the Lawyers Club.
SecondistheRawTerritorialismTheory. That'smyturf,
Awake ned from slumber, this level-head ed dammit, and aint nobody gonna take it unless it's over my
guardia n of the law did what any budding dead body. My dream is to control the entire airplane, but
attorne ywoulddo: run and call the cops. Campus realistic imperialism tells me that I should be satisfied with
security r e sponded by dispatching a tennis just holding on to what I have got when i start.
Third is the Arrogance Recognition Theory. I can't believe
rac que t-wieldingtroopertohandlethesituation. someone has the audacity to lean back and reduce the space
The officer, by no fault of his own, missed the availabletomejustbecausetheywantto. Since l amsohyperclassic confrontation: The bat was gone. So sensitive to it, I never lenn back and be an offender to someone
the re's no joy in Lawville, because Casey snuck else (unless it's a little kid, but we'll get to them later. I tall sort
L..:o~u:.:t:.:.·-------------------..J of follows from the Do Unto Others Doctrine. I'm therefore,

Chill Out

2. WiJI a victory by GEO cost $500,000? No. The evi d~nce
. a t w"ti on wru ver
suggests that even the judges will not rece1ve
_
if they win the grievance. They, like the clerks, \vill earn abo~;
twice the salary they earn now, but I have see~ no
evidence that they will earn more than that. (Even 1f they
receive a tuition waiver, the cost would only be about $350,000.
not $500,000.) So the most likely result of a victory by the
judges and clerks is that their salaries will double, and th~
program would cost an additional $80,000 per year- abou ~
the cost of one additional professor. Since the program h~
always been run for less than $80,000in the past, the ne\~
is still quite a bargain, especially when compared to smular
programs at other universities.
3. Will the Law School be forced to take away the crecti ~
judges receive? No. The GEO-t11f contract has a pr ovision for
teacher training that allows TAs to receive academic cred!t.for
thattraining. Since nothing prevents the judges from receJvtng
such credit and since the judges took their jobs with the
understanding that they would receive such credit, I think the
Law School would find itself in a difficult position if it then
decided to take it nwny.
4. The bottom line is that the results ofthc grievance n eed
not change the character ofthe Writing and Advocacy program·
The administration has simply assumed from the beginning
that this grievance is an unmitigated disaster \vithou;
considering what the real effects of it would be. The only
change in the Writing and Advocacy program that will be
required if the judges and clerks win the grievance is that the}
will finally be paid a reasonable wage for the tremendous
benefit they give The University of Michigan La w School.
Richard H. D ees
GEO Grievance Committeepe t:son
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quick to condemn anyone who is an Offender.
Fourth and finally is the Other Universe Theory. Even if
I'm not suffering at all because of what the Offender has done,
in a Parallel Negative Universe she's doing the exact same
thing and I'm suffering tons. What I'm feeling in this life are
therefore sympathy pains. This is probably the one I'd go on
if I were a betting man. Of all of the explanations, it's
definitely the most logical.
So how do I react? Obviously, it depends on the gravicy of
the offense. If the Offender only leans back an inch or two, I'm
inclined to just sit there, grit it out, and think mean thoughts.
Otherwise I usually disabuse them of the notion that they
should be leaning back. The trick is to want them to sit
straight up. Sometimes, I use a rather clever ploy of ordering
a drink and then telling them I need to use my tray. This has
the disadvantage of costing $3 a pop, but at least I get a drink
as a fringe benefit(screwdriver, usually). Other times, I have
to be more direct. Especially if it's a kid, like eight years old,
who is leaning back mostly because he found himselfa button
and can push it. They have the revolting habitofslammingthe
chair back and forth \vithout restraint on a continuous basis.
Those Youthful Offenders just get told flat out that I'm gonna
strangle them if they lean back again. I also sometimes slap
their face while I tell them this.
Another solution that I thought was foolproof is finding
out which seats on the plane have no seat in front ofthem and
booking those. Look around a random plane and you,!
actually find a fair number of those. Unfortunately, the one
and only time I got organized to pull off this trick, the other two
seats were taken up by a couple who got the extra legroom so
that they would be able to change their baby's diaper. I g1.1ess
I just can't win when Jt·comes to win,lted'wRhll~nM ·
~·
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Clear and Present

Learning to Fly in the Cuckoo's Nest
By Robert Goldberg
The first day on the job this summer, I was strolling by a
forbidding brick building when a disembodied voice from
within the darkened depths grumbled, "Hey, how you doin'
today?' I looked up at the blackened window screen and,
although unable to see the voice's owner, reflexively replied,
"All right, how 'bout yourself?" And from within the bowels of
this dungeon came a chilling response of resignation that has
stayed with me ever since: "I'm trapped in this place."
The setting for this novel-esque scene was SaintEJizabeths,
a gigantic, century-old mental institution sprawled out on the
banks of the Anacostia River in the most terrifyingly decrepit
area of the nation's capital. But St. E's is a lush oasis in the
midst of this desert wasteland. When one crosses the 15-foot
wall surroundi ng the hospital, one passes from filthy tenements
and shattered storefronts to manicured lawns and G<>thic
architecture; in fact, the atmosphere smacks distinctly of an
hy League campus.
But there's one crucial difference: There aren't any people
around. This human absence evok<>s the surreal sensation of,
say, a post-Chernobyl evacuation site, an Old West ghost oown
or ground zero after a neutron bomb explosion. Well, I must
be a bit more precise. Of course there are people there. They
just happen to be locked up.
The Public Defender Service at St. Elizabeths represents
persons brought involuntarily to this insane asylum. PDS
simply (well, often not quite so simply) determines a client's
wishes and, like any respectable law fi1m, pursues these
wishes as zealously as possible. More often than not, this
means trying to get these people out. I'm certainly not about
to engage in an impassioned defense of the adversary system;
we're all familiar enough with the boilerplate that's shoved
cio\\-11 our throats here. But truth be wid, I'd rather expend my
energies trying to free a half-crazed, potentinlly dangerous
kook than save several thousnnd tax dollars for Donald Trump.
But unexpectedly, the PDS lawwrs at St. E's are not some
strange breed of off-the-wall, civilliht-rtarinn ideologues. By
and large, they are talented, butotlwrwise ordinary, attorneys
tl)ing to make a living. No hippie-clippies h<>re. Hell, I think
one of them is even considering voting for Bush (now that's
grounds for commitment, in my book).
To my everlasting fru stration, the infamous attorneycl!ent privilege prevents me from writing about some of the
outrageously incredible characters I dealt with this summer.
And I mean outrageous. Believe m<>, for an inveterate gossiphound like myself, keeping a lid on these astonishing stories
requires supreme self-restraint. But a quick, general glimpse
inoo the loony bin might prove int<>r<>sting nonetheless.
There are two sides to St. E's, one criminal and one civil.
The criminal side is truly a prison metal detectors, \vindow
bars, double sets oflocking doors (only one is unlocked at a
time so there is never an opening to the outside). On the other
hand, there are no cells (l.'ach ward consists of a smoking
porch, a TV room, a nurses' station ond severn) barracks-style
bedrooms), patients wear their own clothes and doctors provide
some nominal medical treatment.
Most of the people in this criminal facility have been
acquitted by reason of ins.'lnity. John Hinckley, the Jodi
Foster-obsessed kid who shot Reagan in 1981 (nearly saving
24 1 ~farines and 290 Iranians in th<> process), is there. He's
fatter and more disheveled than I rl.'member him looking on
TV. And he has grounds privileges picnicking weekly with his
girlfriend outside our office), although two Secret Service
agents are never far behind.
The misconceptions surrounding the insanity defenseunrelentingly perpetuated by mindless conservatives
!redundant?) - are quickly shattered by a brief encounter
with reality. Most insanity acquitees are incarcerated for far
longer than the maximum sentences for their crimes. One of
our clients, whose name graces a heortbreaking landmark
Supreme Court opinion, is going on his 12th year at St. E's for
stealing a $30 raincoat - petit lnrceny with a maximum
sentence of one year. And there aren't any hopes for him
getting out soon, either. Now isn't he lucky that some crafty
lawyer got him off with the insanity defense?
Moreover , most persons faced \vith the choice(and I agree
itseems counterin tui tive) prefer prison to a mental hospital forced medi~tion, futu:e, stir,n~ fear ofa hospital environment

and general antipathy toward living with crazy people. Believe clothes he arrived in, often handcuffed and leg-shackled me, St. E's is not a fun place to be, certainly not as pleasurable can't possibly compete with his jailers. With a well-meaning,
as the caddie·providing country clubs where Nixon's buddies but uncomprehending, air of condescension, the judge
paid - and where Nofziger, Deaver, North and Poindexter i nvariablyfinds the requisite probable cause for detaining this
will pay - their debts to society.
pitiable creature. One judge told a client twice, "What's the
And the insanity defense is very rarely used- less than matter, you're not going to prison, you're going to a hospital."
one percent of all cases. "Law and order conservatives" (only Gee, tha nks Your Honor.
wh en it comes to others, right Ed?) would have us believe that
A couple weeks after the client loses this no-chance ritual,
the insanity defense is a legal loophole that sets ax-wielding he receives another, more casual, administrative hearing on
sociopaths free. But as the master illusioni st himselfa dmitted, the hospital grounds. If (well, when) he loses that one (and
assuming the client doesn't opt for a full-blownjury trial), it's
facts are stupid things.
The civil side of Saint Elizabeth s is far more fluid , fast- bye-bye for a long time. There's currently no effective periodic
paced and exciting- it's where the real, albeit unglamorous, review for future release. In other words, shor t of a doctor's
action lies. This is the human dumping ground where the unilateral benevolence, you rot. Supposedly there's someone
proverbial white-clad orderlies toss their straitjacketed a t St. E's who's been there since 1912.
After only three months' exposure to the system, I'm
garbage. But it takes a lot less to end up civilly committed to
a mental hospital than one might imagine. Theoretically, the certainly not qualified to draw br oad conclusions. But what
government must prove both mental illness and dangerousness the heck:
(to one's self or others) to keep you locked up. Realistically, it
There's far too much power placed in doctors and j udges.
doesn't take much. The courts have gutted nearly any ~o one person should be endowed with such almighty, life-orsubstantive protection afforded by this standard by defining death control over another human being. It's not the doctors'
these twin elements with absurd looseness.
or judges' fault; it's just that the options facing them are so
Homelessness? Dangerousness to one's self (never mind damn stark. Either they send a powerless, penniless nobody
that some of our clients have Jived on the streets for 10 years). back to hell (the painless choice) or they set him loose on
Wearing a light jacket in \vinter? Dangerousness to self society (risky professionally and politically). I can't say their
("inappropriate dress"). Cursing at passersby? Dangerousness actions are so hard to understand. When the hearing board
to self ("might provoke others" - but then shouldn't those would decide that a client needed an intermediate living
people be locked up?). Keep forgetting to lock your front door? situation - somewhere between the poles of incarcer ation
Yup, dangerousness to others (family members might be and release - it would ritually recite, "But since we do not
know ofany such facility in the District of Columbia ...." Byemolested by intruders- nice bit of causation, huh?).
bye.
It strikes me as particularly poignant that lots of people
It doesn't take long w realize just how far the intellectual
would rather be homeless than kept in St. E's. That's jousting in the law school classroom is from the daily combat
remarkoble. These people would rather be lying on concr ete in the legal trenches. The two are truly worlds apart. After
and fishing through garbage cans than watching TV in an air- watching one judge disregard rules of evidence, ask irrelevant
conditioned lounge and eating three hot meals a day. But personal questions and apply an erroneous standard, I, armed
they're not free. And their choice, to me, speaks the ultimate with first·year innocence, said something stupid like, "The
statement of the value of liberty. It's sort of like the Florida judge isn't allowed to do that!" To which an incredulous
detainees who rioted to remain American prisoners rather attorney shrugged, "He just did.• Legal realism really hit
than become "free" Cubans. Only in the case of civil home for me this summer.
commitment, the bad guy is Uncle Sam.
I also wonder which came first, the chicken of mental
Once tossed in St. E's, you fester there for several days illness or the egg of poverty and social dislocation. I mean, if
before a lawyer visits you. That's several days locked in an you grow upon the streets, shooting poison into your veins, not
insane asylum based only on a six-line police form and a speaki ng to your mother and never knowing your father, it's
judge's automatic signature (perhaps never having read the not entirely surprising that you don't end up eating wholeform ). At this point, if you want a court hearing, you get one wheat bread and writing newspaper columns. Most of the
the next day. That's when the wheels really start rolling. people civilly committed to St. E's are black, about half are
Within 24 hours, you must be thoroughly interviewed, PCP addicts and nearly all are poor. You've got to wonder how
\vitnesses must be obtained, subpoenas must be issued and many ofthese people, given jobs, decent housing and drug-free
records must be examined. The lawyer plans his strategy- neighborhoods, would make it on their own. And, given such
sometimes going over the facts on the ride to court- and efforts, how many potential St. Elizabethans might never
arrive in ambulances?
hours of investigation are expended.
I can't possibly understand true deprivation ofliberty, a
And the client loses every time. After an entire summer
-perhaps 15 hearings in all - I've yet to see a client win his genuinely profound concept indeed. But one dnyon a ward, as
freedom at this stage. The court hearing is a studied display I was approaching the locked door, a doctor was leaving ahead
of going through the motions. The psychiatrist gets up and of me. He took a long look at me -wild hair, mangy bear d,
throws out all sorts of nasty sounding diagnoses, ending, of loose T-shirt - and stepped out, dutifully locking the door
course, with the inevitable "professional opinion of mental behind him. I immediately reached down into my pocket,
illness and dangerousness to self and/or others." The waiting impatiently to feel the reassuring touch of the bulky
sonofabitch doesn't even have the guts to specify which.
ward key. Although never doubting, I was relieved just the
Meanwhile the client - ungroomed, wearing the same same when I reached it. Thank G<>d I had a key.
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The Res Gestae seeks coluinnists,
feature writers, artists, spikers
and shortstops.

Apply Within

Hunton & Williams
of Richmond, VA (200 lawyers),
Washington, D.C. (50 Lawyers),
New York (37lawyers), Raliegh
(26 Lawyers), Fairfax (22 lawyers), Norfolk (14 lawyers) and
Knoxville (8 lawyers)
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Friday, October 7
for associate and summer associate positions in
1989.

Portes, Sharp, Herbst
& Kravets, Ltd.
of Chicago, Illinois
will be conducting interviewing on

Monday, October 3, 1988
for positions in our 1989 Summer Associate Program
and full-time positions beginning Fall, 1989.

We are a dynamic and congenial31-attorney firm
with a sophisticated national litigation, financial
institution, real estate, corporate, tax and estate
planning practice. We hope all those interested
second and third-year law students will sign up to
interview with us.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Hancock, Rothert &
Bunshoft

Brobeck, Phleger &
Harrison

of San Francisco, Tahoe City
&London

of San Francisco, California

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Thursday, October 6, 1988

October 6th and 7th

We are a 62-attorney firm parcticing litigation,
corporate and admiralty law. We would like to
interview ambitious law students who seek a
balance between a high quality law practice and a
fulfilling personal life. Our attorney representatives, Ron Ruma (University of Michigan, J .D.
1981) and John Fagan (University of Michigan,
J.D. 1982) will be happy to tell you more about
our firm on October 6.

for positions with the firm during
summer and fall, 1989.

Our firm consists of approximately 350 attorneys
specializing in Litigation, Corporate, Real Estate,
and Tax Law. Michigan is the 7th most represented law school in the Firm.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY
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Dissenting Opinion

Bring On The Band For Better Law School Parties
investment because them usic is typically uninspiring(andit's parties, perhaps even aslOng students who aren't in that
By Jim H enderson
Twelve days ago, first-year students got their first expo- too loud to ask someone to dance anyway) and Pd rather not organization what they would like to see- suggested bands,
themes, dates, etc. With some forward planning, like not
sure to an LSSS activity: the first party of the year. As the get drunk. I get plenty of fun from dancing to a good band.
posters exclaimed, there was free beer (and cocktails) for all even be so bold to say that a lot oflaw students would feel the spending a lot on a party within two weeks of exams, and
those who attended. And yes, there was music being played. same way.
creative thinking, the LSSS could offer its constituency very
If the LSSS is still intent on serving large amounts of enjoyable outlets for their daily frustrations. The fringe
From what I hear there were a lot of people having a good time,
alcohol and offering students a place to talk, they should open benefits would include improved social contact outside of
chatting away over the music and G & Ts.
Unfortunately, unless the LSSS has something special up the downstairs game room for conversation/refreshment classes and greater comfort in face-to-face (or perhaps cheekhidden up its sleeves, that will be the description of every purposes. This would offer a (relatively) quiet environment to-cheek) relations. With the same sort of conservative think·
party they have this year. I thought that when I got to law for those not \vishing to dance or listen to the music, and would ing, though, the LSSS will serve the needs of only those who
school, \vith all of its pressures, some people would be creative further prevent those with slightly less steady hands from want to forget these frustrations in alcohol and those who flip
enough to put on parties that truly let us forget about the spilling their drinks on those in the lounge.
the records or cassettes.
I invite the LSSS to reconsider its method of spending for
reading assignments we hadn't quite finished. I was wrong.
The LSSS concept of a good party is one where a law student
''
EMPLO').'l;E:-n:: Law ln a. Fl~h Cotporation is looking for students
can get drunk and get hoarse, perhaps in the hope they can't
.::.. ,._ .w.illing tospen4~sJrian amountofti:tJi~d~tributing material and putting up
.' :· }:;'. .. / PQS!efflin excfiiJ~geJor!ltildy aids or ~y. If)'Oil are interested, ploosc tall
speak in class the following ~1onday.
:::'·:· · Lhe LSSS o!Iic~;-763~2194, ail<! leave yaur name and ameslla.ge; someone will
Some students have a limited sense of what can be fun and
Olen plac-e an application in your ~ex.
LAWSCHOOLsrVOE:O."TSE:XATE
BUOOETL\'FO:Sept.
23-Bud~·
enjoyable. Some people do believe that parties are meant for
getting trashed. But since we can do that any day of the week, requests are due.Scpt. 26 - :\!a.odaurry meetings for groups requesting .
BliLLETr:\ BOARD ALLOCATlO~: Due to ollire rcloc::ationund the
.moncy.Scpt. Z7 - LSSS £xe<Ull\'c Board mew~ to make fine Han ~u13 (dare
addition oftwo ne~<· student organizations, the Law School StudeAt Senate
I believe a good party emphasizes music and dancing, more subJctt to change but win ~u.r no l:llct than Ott. 3}.
Wlll be reallocating buTietin board spare. lf.)'OUI"studcntorganizarion want.s
.:
specifically, having a live band play in that fantastic Lawyers Oct 3 -Senate votes on final budgeL allocnuons.
to use buU!!tin·.boo.rd space, plfla$t':pick 1lp a form ftom the- Law School
~lake
now
or
deadlines.
If
you
ha~e
queslion11,
c.1ll
Danielle
Carr
(764-.5098}.
··
Club lounge. The LSSS has enough money to get Jive music at
Student Sem~'I.C·Offiee. This form must be completed and retnmcd by ~epL
18, 1988. l:nn")r ~ttldcnLorg»niza tion lhaL receives bullrttn boerd space will
a couple of its parties each year, especially considering the
LAW SCHOOL srl:DE:\"1' SE~ATE 1-:!.ECTfO~< Onenpreswtative.
nobfted by Sept. 23rd and the new ellocabon will go into elfttt on Sept.
amount of money spent on alcohol for each gathering, yet it's from cncb fm;t.)''ellr liCCUon b 10 be el~ted to the I.a.. SdloolStuden~Scnate. 'be
26th. If )'DU Jia.-e any quesboos. call Danielle Carr at 'i64-Q098.
not willing to take such a risk. Although I am not familiar with Elect10M win take place on Moncllly, Sept. 26. Pctil!oliS ere a,·a~lable from the
l:\"'reLi.J:Crt;AL PROPERTY STUDE.\"1'$ ASSOCJATIO)I: There
band costs in the Ann Arbor area, good bands in the New York Law School Studc~t Scna~ Officr, 114 Legal R~ardl, an? aTe due ~undar.,
Sept.l8. f(Jf more1nformat1on, contactManJa \'\ill en, Elections Comnntl.ee,OJ:'·. ill be h lf.ho'ii '
· · al
·
Wed.n da Se If tJ2·15
·
II
C
LSSS
Prce
'd
I.
..
,·.·>··
Wl
a a
r,orgamultlon meettng on.
es y, pt. e
.
area are paid in the $750-$1000 range for one evening. This D
ume e Mr,
1 en
''},':'::: p.m. in Ole La..iyeni Club U!unge. lfyou CIIU!otatt.eod, mine t.o l>omlniclt'a
may, on the surface, sound like a lot, but the LSSS spends
·n hold
. bri f
. -~ . Thllt!ldaybeginningat4:30p.m.lilThappyhour. Call Keri C~no.,.·eth(995""'" ''G: Th F'-' r ,__
:\1 E"', h' • e =cnl 1st .ouuety w1
a very e orgamzau
- 745) for
· fo::mallO!I
approximately $8000 a year on parties, so getting two or three
mcctlngtatnght(WednC$dny}at6.30intbeLawycnsCiubFacultyDiningRoom. u
moreln
·
bands tlusyear would not dent this budget, even at New York
<\llmtcrCStcdstw:lmt.s nnd C$pooally fmt yw.rs are welcome.
fA.'If!LY LAW PROJEcr 'iOLU:\"fEJ:RS: All cases are currcn tly
prices. Furthermore, setting up for a band may require a little
,., _Wed. "·
~·00-&.·~i'::."
.. assigned. Xew
ovr Aerob'1CS Class.,..,ill be held .,on.
~.,. ,.,,,, .
, .·.·case
. in\ake wtll resume
. by~ !9
AEROBICS .• s·1gn up ,_
more of each Social Committee member's time, but if they're
getting the benefit of placing their jobs on their resumes, they p.m., in the Lawyel"3 Club Lobby. Clai!SCS will begin &!PI. 22nd and C"Of\Un~::(t: . · Anysttia.i~~.grnupwanringepacein\heQuGdrongltmUlltsubmh a 150
unl11thetmltwookoCDecembcr. Thcrewillbetwoclasses aweek,Tu.es.and · ·"''-""S""'"'meTI
__. ••••
tto·'"
Q d "'
-~- " • o~Qoob·""hUIO U8 I'IIJlli,eper..m~.uU1.Q """"'"
z • wo~., Sep•IS
..
•
shouldn't be afraid of ali ttle more effort.
Thun., from 5;00- 6..00 p.m.. Class is in the Lawyen;Clubl.on.ngund tavgb.t
Each of us pay a good chunk of money to the LSSS for by an oxpencnced iMlruct.or. The n::gisU'ation fee fOTthe et!.tlrescmcster is only
RclrigeraW~:!onale. 5e.. f\. ~30orbcst c1Ter. Can~tall1eCn763-2195,
·
part}ing purposes, yet I have not gotten any return from this $15.00. Both men and ~'O~o welccme.
... ~hun to 12 pm. ·
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Vinson & Elkins
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Wednesday, October 5
for positions in our Houston, Dallas, Austin and
Washington, D.C. offices during the summer, 1989.
The American Lawyer calls Vinson & Elkins a "broad-based, aggressive, perennially
entrepreneurial firm." we have over 6,000 clients worldwide and a practice that spans
nearly every area of the law. We're big, with a substantial support staff and a high level
of office technology, but our decentralization into 20 or so practice groups gives us a
small-firm feel. We have offices in several of the most vibrant livable cities in the country.
We've been a consistent leader in revenues and profitability among firms nationwide, yet
we ranked third among national firm in 1987 in the percentage of our lawyers who are
partners (43%)
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.
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LSSS Co~nntittees SetDirections for the Year
reaches a decision, no action can be taken.

By COLIN ZICK
Last Wednesday night, t he LSSS
Executive Committee and the chairs of the
various committees fi the Senate met to
finalize the agendas for these groups during
the upcoming school year. LSSS President
Danielle Carr expressed concern that the
committees be more than resume fillers, as
they were last year. Carr felt that setti ng
agendas and sticking to them would aid in
this procesa. Carr stressed that ultimately,
the "implementation (of each agenda) is up to
the committee to decide.~
Under the new coordinated plan, LSSS
Vice-President Lisa Freeman said that
approximately"once a month, every committee
chair (will) come in and give a report" to the
LSSS at its regular Monday meetings. The
purposeofthese reports, accordingtoFreeman,
will be to "give the other senators an idea
what's going on•, especially so that the senators
will be able to answer constituent questions.
Freeman indicated that these meetings would
begin with the October l Oth Senate meeting,
the first meeting of the LSSS after the
conclusion of the budgeting process. In
addition to these oral reports, committee chairs
will be required to submit written reports
after holding a LSSS-funded event. This,
Freeman believes, will serve to increase LSSS
control and accountability over its funds.
Following these opening remarks, the
Executive Committee proceeded to review the
agendas of the fifteen LSSScommittees. What
follows is a brief summary of the proposed
agendas for each of these committees in the
upcoming year:
ABNLSD
Chair Sandi Miller said that her
committee's goals included increasing ABA
membership among the student body and
increasing ABA involvement with the general
student body. Miller stated that the percentage
of Michigan students who are members of the
ABA is "in the low teens", which at other
schools, •up to 49%" of students are ABA
members.• At the recent Toronto meeting of
the ABA, the general perception of students
from schools like Harvard,Yale, and Michigan
was that "we think we're too good for the
ABA." Among the activities to be held by the
ABA/LSD committee will be an increased
recognition of Law Day U.S.A. in the spring,
and sponsoring a 'Law Students for the

Homeless' event. Miller also indicated that
she was stepping down as chair fi the
com mittee, but will remain a committee
member.
Adm is.sions
Chair Catherine Courtney bluntly stated
that "The Admissions Committee did nothing
last year.• Among her committee's plans for
this year is to meet with the faculty standing
committee on admissions. Courtney would
also like to see the application and acceptance
process target groups for recruitment, using
inserts in application ana acceptance materials
going to prospective students. She would also
Hke to see a third-year student on the board
that reads the applications of prospective
students. She states that "there are other law
schools that do this," and that there is no
reason why such a plan could not be successful
here.
Aca dem ic Standar ds
Chair Nellie Pappas was not present at
the meeting.
Computers
Chair Colin Zickindicated that his priority
for the upcoming year was "to increase the
number of computers and upgrade the facilities
for those computers.~ Carr then informed the

meeting that much of the office-shuffling now
occurring within the law school is the result of
trying to make room for more computers.
Carr also stated that the emphasis of the new
computers being provided would be on IBM·
type machines, and not Macintoshes. Carr
suggested that the committee also look into
the issue of typing exams on computers, and
acquainting new students with the computer
faciHties available to them.
Curriculum
Chair Margaret Zvernova indicated that
her committee is "more of a faculty committee
with students on it," as faculty members of the
Curriculum committee outnumber and can
outvote the student members on any issue.
Zvernova indicated that the idea ofinstituting
a one week "bridge week" on ethics to r eplace
the current professional responsibility courses
had been rejected by the faculty. When LSSS
Secr etary Chris Adams expressed concern
about the lack of interesting course offerings,
Zvernova replied that "the faculty is reluctant
to force their peers, by vote, to teach 'such and
such,"' wh en that is not what they want to do.
As to the future of the Writing and Advocacy
program in the face of the current labor
problems, Zvernova said that it is a "wait and
see" proposition, and until the arbitrator

D isciplinary
.
As there is no current business for this
committee, Chair Michael Aldana was not
required to attend the meeting.
Elections
Chair Marija Willen stated that "My goal
is to run (the elections) as smoothly as
possible." Doing this will not be difficult t his
fall, as only first-year elections are being
conducted.
Willen, however, expressed
concern over the lack of response from her
committee members to her notes, and indicated
that if the situation continued, she would
need to add additional committee members to
help her with the larger spring elections.
F aculty Meetjn( R epresen tatives
Representative Holly Fechner indicated
that the role of Lisa Mihalick and herself as
representatives was "very unclear." Neir.her
they nor Dean Bollinger seemed to know the
proper role for these representatives in facul c:y
meetings, at least in part because ther e were
no such representatives last year. LSSS
President Carr indicated that she just wanted
the representatives ther e to "see what's going
on" while Fechner saw their role as thar. of"a
w~tchdog" for the student body.
TO BE CONTINUED NEXT WEEK

LSSS Committee Members 1988-89
ABA/LSD
Sandi Miller - Chair
J eff Brown
David Friedman
Patricia Gaegler
Vielka Holness
ADMISSIONS
Catherine Courtney- Chair
J oe Figini
Laura Schachter
ACADEMIC STANDARDS

Nellie Pappas -Chair/Admin.
Bruce Brown
Randy Kay
COMPUTERS
Colin Zick - Chair
Cathie Beck
J ordan Cohen
Lance Jones
Jeremy Salesin
CURRICULUM
Margaret Zvernova - Chair
Ellen Seats
John Ward

"""

DISCIPLINARY
Michael Aldana
ELECTIONS
Marija Willen -Chair
Nancy Borland
Karen Raitt
John Ward
Stacey Winick
FACULTY MEETING REPS.
Holly Fechner
Lisa Mihalick

GEO Says Law School Exaggerates Issue
Con tinue d from p age one
year's senior j udges and junior clerks would
receive an award.
Dees described the Law School's r eaction
to the grievance as if the suit were "a disaster
that would change the program in a radical
way. • "There's no reason to think that," Dees
assured.
But for two Senior Judges, the loss of
thei r Junior Clerk both surprised and
dif'appointed them.
Said one judge, "We would not have had
the Junior Clerks for another week, so it
hasn't affected us yet."
Although Mary White, director of the
Writing and Advocacy program, has
enoouraged Senior Judges to work in pairs in
researching and developing assignments,

another judge anticipated the lack of a Junior
Clerk to be deleterious: "Ithas really increased
our time commitments. Because we have only
one person teaching and fielding questions,
and because the first years have only one
person tocontactforquestions, we have had to
be extra-thorough in our preparation and have
had to make more time available."
Both judges agreed that the biggest
suffer er in this saga has been this year's first
year students: "A singular perspective on
assignments does not reflect the stylistic
differences which appear when two people
grade the papers," said one.
"In class, it's tougher, because two people
could have friendly disagreements, and the
Junior Clerk often serves as a knock or a
check on the Judge's authority a nd

pronouncements," the other noted. "Plus, no Junior Clerk on their own \vith the extra
one's there to fill in the gaps or provide money."
alternative explanations."
Yet Judges voiced other concerns as well.
According to an anonymous source, the including the tax consequences of a tuition
Senior Judges seem to have three reactions waiver, and the implications of increased pay
the the grievance and the possibility of tuition waivers on their financial aid awards.
becoming a part of the GEO. First, there are
One Judge was concise and frank: "Look,
those who do not want any union association this thing [the grievance] has alreacy
at all, and they do not like that they are eliminated 32jobs and could possibly ruin the
automatically under the GEO. Second, there program, depending on what the award is.
are those who are concerned whether or not The course is more than just writing- i::'s
they will lose credits as a result of the tuition resumes, interviewing, and an informatior:
waiver, if received. The third group is for it if source for non-official information. If a
it will increase the quality of the program by professor is forced to teach this course, all tha:
providing more than a minimal incentive to will be lost, and the first years of the future
compete for the positions.
will be the biggest losers of all.
Although the Senior Judges like the idea
The general counsel of the University
of the short-term benefit of more money, one was unavailable for comment.
judge suggested, "no one's going to hire a
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Davis, Hoxie, Faithful!
& Hapgood
of New York, New York
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Friday, October 7
for positions in our 1989 Summer A ssociate Program
and full- time positions beginning Fall, 1989.

Our firm consists of 27 attorneys and specializes
in patent and trademark law and related areas.
A degree in chemistry, physics, biology or an engineering discipline is required.

Watson, Ess, Marshall &
Enggas
of Kansas City, Missouri
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Monday, October 3
for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Meet your
deadlines

Open 7 Days
Michigan Union
662-1222

When you need copies and you need them fast, depend on
Kinko's, the copy center.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

• C.ollatin~ & Binding

• Fine Stationery

kinko·s·
h
•

t

lase ~tf

e COpy Center •lnsr:nt P~~gPhor~

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
second and third year students on

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 3-5, 1988.
Our firm consists of over 600 attorneys in 16 offices around the world including seven offices in California, and
offices in Washington, D.C., New York, Denver, Dallas, Seattle, London, Paris, Riyadh, Hong Kong and Tokyo.
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher offers an unusually wide choice of areas of emphasis in practice, with four departmentsCorporate and Business; Litigation, Labor, and Tax and Probate - and practice groups including: insolvency and
bankruptcy; financial institutions, international, mergers and acquisitions, media, and natural resources. Summer
Associates have the oppor tunity to become acquainted with several of the firm's offices and to participate in a wide a
variety of legal and social activities.
WE WILL BE HOLDING A COCKTAIL HOUR FOR ALL INTERESTED CANDIDATES ON S UNDAY, OCTOBER
FROM

6 TO 8 PM. WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT THAT TIME.

Student interview sign-ups may be made in the Placement Office TODAY.
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A Wild Year in Pro Ranks Looms Ahead
By Tony Ettore
Perhaps no one gives a damn about what
I think about the 1988 NFL season. That's

OK
But if you want to give me hell the rest of
the year, please read on.
Making predictions of any sort is
precarious, but doing so after having the
benefit of two weeks action [all the more
reason for ridicule later) and coming up with
an AFC Central team, whose name begins
with "C,"
in the Superbowl, and is not
Cleveland, is absolutely masochistic.
Having set up my martyr's excuse, I will
tarry no longer.

1982. I just have a feeling about the Bengals,
and thus I pick them to \vin the division title
and t he conference championship. The
Browns, meanwhile, are in trouble; Kosar and
Danielson are out, leaving the offense crafted
for Kosar, squirming. The team will not survive
the loss: the Browns do not make the playoffs.
The Oilers and Steelers are both young
ferocious teams and will surprise many. The
Houston offense has the pedigree for success,
with three running backs and four offensive
lineman that were Kumber One draft picks,
and showed character incoming back tQ defeat
the Raiders on Sunday. The Oilers will be a

Brown will be even tougher when Bo J ackson
switches hobbies, but their fishnet defense, as
shredded by Cody Carlson ofthe Oilers [who?)
will prevent any postseason activity.
NFCEast
All the teams in this division are to
be respected. Though Dallas and Phoenix will
be home for New Year's, and will know it at
Thanksgiving; Washington, New York, and
Philadelphia will not be so sure. The Redskins
will regret the circumstances that forced a
trade of Schreoeder, as Williams' knees are
not to be trusted. However, his cannon arm

game, especiaslly in pressure situations. ~
loss ofPayton, Wilson, and Marshall h as rn~
discounting the chances of the Bears, bu~ tl,
will emerge victorious, if McMahon ~4
healthy. The Vikings cannot be a dom1~~
team with Jerry Bums playing an endk,
game of revolving quarterbacks. The tean
loaded with talent, but cohesion w::
championships, not statistics. The Lions, B t;q
and Pnck are so sorry as to not dese~.
comment.
NFC West
Bill Walsh is making the best d;
situation that .;e'_
Burns is botching: :
also has two star::i:;
caliber QB's,
Montana is the sta:,'
and that's that.. T ::.
allows the 49ers :o ~
into a flow of :e<.:

AFCEas t
This is nota
West
East
Central
division
of
Denver
powerhouses, as last
Buffalo
Cincinnati
season's five team tie
Seattle
Houston
Indianapolis
for first indicated.
Los
Angeles
Cleveland
Miami
designated gamepla~
Nevertheless, the
that are the best in ::.
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
New England
Bills are a fine team.
business. With ~
With an excellent field
San Diego
New York
exception of ~lich~
general in J im Kelly
Carter though, ::.
and a dominant
49er's defensi ...·e fu::
defens e led by
Central
East
West
seven is weak an C. v
Cornelius Bennett
Chicago
San Francisco
Washington
prevent them 5.-:
and Bruce Smith, the
Minnesota
New
York
New Orleans
defeating either
Bills are poised to win
Bears or the Redsk.:.
Philadelphia
Detroit
the division title. If
Los Angeles
The
Saints are a s c
Thurman Thomas
Tampa
Bay
Phoenix
Atlanta
team and will make
continues to impress,
Green Bay
Dallas
playoffs. With a s-..z:
the Bills may be
of fine runners :o
around in January.
The Colts are a solid team, with Eric wildcard team.
and a fleet trio of wide receivers will always speed outside, the offense is consistent, tho-::;
Dickerson on offense and the newly acquired
keep Washington in a game. Their tenm size, Hebert, the QB, is not. The defense plays ;;Fredd Young on defense, but two players do
AFCWest
speed, and strength are excellent and they though without a standout. The Rams
not a team make. The Dolphins and Patriots
First of all, the Chargers and Chiefs will win the division. The Giants are also a destined for another losing season, as
an going through some lean times and will be pose no threat to win more than five games; good team, but their offense lacks Atlanta, though the latter, with Chris ~;
more concerned about being .500 than about they lack depth and leadership, if not desire. explosiveness; the defense will win games at the helm, will surprise some teams,
making the playoffs. The Jets, despite their The Seahawks, Raiders, and Broncos, [ask Washington] and they will make the
thrashing of the Browns, are the dregs of the however, are not so harmless. All three t.eams playoffs. Philadelphia is a team of the future,
So I have Denver losing to CinCn.:::.;:
group, especially given their pin-cushion may make the playoffs, with two definitely that will be heard in the present. Randall and Washi ngton bowing to Chicago in the:-:
interior lines.
joining postseason play. Denver did lose to the Cunningham is a great athlete, wi th a more for the ring. I agree the Cincinnati pick i 1
Seahawks in the first week, but with Elway, than adequate supporting cast, including reach, i.e. deemed by most to be inane, ::.
AFC Central
they are still the best team in the division. The impressive rookie Keith Jackson at tight end. what do I have to lose. I can say I was :S
Cincinnati never starts a season well, arrival ofTony Dorsett and the emergence of They will not make the playoffs, but will win trying to be differen t if they flop, or I YriL.::,
but finishes fine. This year they are 2-0, and Ricky Nattie] wil1 spark the Broncos to the at least nine games.
prognosticating genius if they win. Ko rnzzt
coming off a defeat of a solid Eagles team, led division championship. Unfortunately for
what, the Bears will win the Super BowC
by the arm ofBoomer Esiason. They are loaded Bronco fans, the Orange will be stunned by a
NFC Central
McMahon stays healthy_
at the skill positions on offense and can match Bengal team on fire in the AFC championship
The Bears will win the Super Bowl, if
the firepower of any team; their defense will game. The Seahawks will challenge the McMahon stays healthy. With him at the
determine their fate by playing over their Broncos, but Dave Krieg's erratic play will helm, the Bears are unstoppable. He is alert
heads as a unit a Ia the Dolphin Killer Bees of limit their success. The Raiders, with offensive on the field and can dictate the tempo of a

.9Lmerican J'oot6a{{ Conference

f}{ationa{ :foot6a{{ Conference

Munger, Tolles & Olson
of Los Angeles, California
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Thursday, October 6
for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement 0{(1Ce TODAY.

Stearns, Weaver, Miller, Weissler
Alhadeff & Sitterson P.A.
of Miami, Florida
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Wednesday, September 28
for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Late interview sign-up may be made September 21.

!::

Howard, Rice, Nemerovski,
Canady, Robertson & Falk
of San Francisco, California
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Monday and Thesday, October 3 & 4,
for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Karr, Tuttle & Campbell
of Seattle, Washington
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Wednesday, October 5
for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Of{u:e TODAY.

Kirkland and Ellis

Johnson & Swanson, P.C.

of Washington, D.C.

of Dallas, Austin and Washington, D.C.

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Monday, October 3

Friday, October 7

for summer and permanent employment, 1989.

for summer and permanent employment, 1989.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offu:e TODAY.

Lillick, McHose & Charles
of Los Angeles, California

Sonnenschein, Carlin,
Nath & Rosenthal
of Chicago, Illinois

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

October 5, 6 & 7

Thesday, October 4

for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

for summer and permanent employment, 1989.
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offu:e TODAY.

Hutcheson & Grundy

Sherman & Howard

of Houston, Texas

of Denver, Colorado Springs
and Reno, Nevada

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Tuesday, October 4

Friday, October 7

for summer and permanent employment, 1989.

Further information on our firm and our cities can be
found in the Placement Office.

Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Of{u:e TODAY.

Student interview request cards are due in the. Placement Offu:e TODAY.
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Sports
Florida St. to Top College Ranks
By Harold Hunter
Last week I told you why Miami, Fla. would not win the
national championship. Now I predict who will, along with
identifying the challengers who will fall just short.
Four premises provide the framework from which I extract
my selections. First, the national champ \viii not be undefeated.
Second, there will be no national championship bowl game
pitting number s one and two head to head. Third, forget Notre
Da me, all Southeast Conference and Southwest Conference
teams. Although the Irish, along with LSU, Georgia, and
possibly Auburn are all fine teams, they play too tough a
schedule and \viii ultimately finish with two or three losses. If
you are wondering why the Southwest conference was
eliminated from consideration,you do not watch much football.
Finally, DO NOT eliminate teams with one early loss from
consideration; specifically Iowa, Florida St., and Nebraska.
In the last five years, both Oklahoma and Miami rebounded
from convincing early season defeats to claim the
mythical crown.
Three teams stand above the rest
as ear ly season favor ites.
Oklahoma is loaded with
talent, and if they defeat
USC on the Trojans home
turf September 24th,
which they should,
only a rumble \vith
the Cornhuskersin
N orma n
potentially blocks
their path to a
per fect season .
UCLA
looks
t rem endous ,
especially
on
offense, and if the
Bruins can escape
danger against pesky
Washington, the crosscity clash with ri val USC is
their last barrier to the "big
perfecto." Finally, Miami should
travel to Baton Rouge to meet their
timely demise against the LSU Tigers \vith
an unblemished mark .
Iowa and Nebraska will rebound from early season
embarrassments and post fine records. Iowa should top the
Wolverines at home, and if they can avenge last year's loss to
MichiganSt.,theHawkscouldberidinganimpressivewinning
streak straight to Pasadena. Nebraska played their worst
game of the Osborne era against UCLA, but will recover to
post their 20th straight nine-win season and war with the
Sooners for all the Oranges.
Two darkhorse teams have outside chances of a national
championship, mostly resul ting from talented QB's and soft
schedules. South Carolina hopes rest on a wing and a prayer;
underrated QB Todd Ellis possesses the wing, and the prayer
is beating Clemson in late November. West Virginia faces a
relatively easy slate, with only Penn St., Pitt, and Syracuse as
potentially tough opponents. If multi-talented QB Major
Harris continues to develop, look out for the Mountaineers in
a major bowl.
The two other finalists for the crown figure to be Florida
St. and Clemson, who will battle each other this weekend in
Death Valley. Both are talented, and both can leave wake-up
calls for mid-November after this game. Thus, this game is of
extreme importance to the day-after-New Year's-Day scenario.
In fact, as I will subsequently explain, this game is for the
National Championship.
Why don't we parade the finalists by one more time, shalJ
we? We have the early favorites (Oklahoma, UCLA, and
Miami), the darkhorses (South Carolina and West Virginia),

and those in the middle (Florida St., Clemson, Nebraska, and
Iowa).
Now to set the stage for the evening gown competition:
UCLA will leap to the top of the rankings \vith an impressive
victory over USC, only needing to defeat the Big Ten entry, the
Iowa Hawks, who have two losses, to claim the national
championship with a perfect record. The Oklahoma Sooners
edge the Huskers in Norman and similarly enter the Orange
Bowl 11-0 and rated number 2. Their opponent will be the
\vinner of the Clemson-Florida St. game, with the loser of that
game (Clemson) going to the Citrus Bowl to defeat either
Georgia, LSU, or Auburn. Miami, steaming after their only
loss of the season, will land a berth in the Fiesta Bowl versus
USC. Nebraska will accept an invitation to the Sugar Bowl to
perform their bi-annual dissection ofLSU, or possibly Georgia.
Now

possess the offensive speed to compete with the top defenS!
while Michigan St. looked weak in losing to lowly R utgEJ!
However, Coach Perles is a master motivator, and will hl;.,
the Spartans in an ornery mood to avenge last year's defea.:~
South Bend, while the Irish may still be riding a little h.igh t~
oflastweek'striumphoveryou-know-who. UPSETS P E CLt
Michigan St. 17 Notre Dame 15
LSU AT TENNESSEE-The Vols have been a mystery t::-.,
far while dropping their first two games, including a shock::~
defeat at home to Duke. LSU features a balanced attack 1::
by potential All-American Tom Hodson atQB, while Tenness.
counters wi th a capable offense led by JeffFrancis. E x pee~ t c,
Vols to pull UPSET SPECIAL #2. Tennessee 28 LSV 24
FLORIDA ST. at CLEMSON-Never judge a team by :<
best or worst game. Florida St. has played their worst , a::
Bobby Bowden has an amazing knack for pulling ~i
road upset. The feeling here is that Clemson"
a bit overrated, but they will drag ou~ a.
the intangibles attempting to sec-::
the victory, including the "Dea~
Valley" mystique, the "'n x:l'
"running down the lrill," a.::
probably even wear;
aJI-orange uniforms- ::
won't be e noug~
UPSET SPEC~=
Texas
3 Florida S t.. 21
2L ·Florida
Clemson 19

22. Colorado ·
23. ·ohio St.. · ·..·
24. Wyoming
25. , Washington

COLORADO_.:..:
IOWA--~~

Hawkeyes su:rr-....;!
slowly, but should 11
ready to play w eH :
thei r home oper:e:
Colora do may be th e m e::
underrated team i n : ·-.:
country, but the Buffs h a ve 3.
a nnoying tendency to go in :=::
tank just when they appear reaci.~· :
join the collegiate gridiron's upper-ecce:cIowa 27 Colorado 16

for the
predictions: Iowa, with a huge day from QB Chuck
Hartlieb, astounds Number one UCLA on their home field,
ruining th eir championship dreams. Miami, still seething
after their LSUlossand still whining that even a loss shouldn't
drop them in the polls "cause they be bad," lose again to USC.
Now Barry's boys are sittin' pretty, needing only a win in the
Orange Bowl to culminate a perfect season, a fantastic ca reer
for Jamelle Holieway, and Barry's four th national title.
However, Florida St., the team that everyone forgot way back
when, crushes the Sooner s and walks away with the title
everyone thought they lost all claim to on this very field almost
4 months ago to the day.
Yes, it would be much easier to predict the ultimate
scenario if! just waited one week. But that would take all the
fun out of it, wouldn't it?
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES THIS WEEK
MIAMI AT MICHIGAN- If the Wolverines can shake the
Notre Dame disappointment, harness the hoopla and energy
surrounding the massi ve throng at their home opener, AND
prevent the Canes from jumping to a quick lead, then this
game could be close. However, simply put, Miami outclasses
Michigan at virtually every position. Miami 27 Michigan 13
NOTRE DAME AT MICHIGAN ST.-The Irish finally

ARIZONA AT OKLAHOMA-The Sooners just keep roL::
along, and h ave excellent athletes two-deep a t every pos)tcn
especially at QB and running back, despite losing half o:::te±
starters to the professional ranks. Looks like men agai:-.""
boys here. Oklahoma 31 Arizona 6
OHIO ST. AT PITTSBURGH- Both teams are unk.nOTO:
quantities, and a win for either team could propel it to a r,r.J
season. 111 take the quicker Panthers and the home s~·:.
Pittsbur gh 23 Ohio St . 17
ALABAMA AT TEXAS A&M--This is a difficult game :""
Coach Sherrill, for his team could either go straight dow:t ±:
tubes after starting 0-2 and being sanctioned and placec =
probation by the NCAA, or they could respond positiveiy a:.
try to turn the season around. My guess is that the Ag&:~
won't go belly-up the way TCU did a few years back, end~
win the game behind one oft he nation's finest defenses. r~n:
A&M 23 Alabama 14

Pro Football Coverage
on page 8
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Best, Best & Krieger
of Inland Southern California

Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

with offices in Brussels, Cleveland,
Columbus, Miami, New York, Phoenix and
Washington, D.C.

Tuesday, October 4, 1988.

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third year students on

Monday, October 3, 1988
for positions in its Washington office,

Best, Best & Krieger is the largest law firm in
Inland Southern California. We have 85lawyers
with offices in Riverside, Ontario, Palm Springs
and Rancho Mirage. Our practice consists of
general business planning; estate planning and
probate; retirement and employee benefit
planning; health care; real estate; civil litigation;
public law; water and environmental; and
municipal financing.
)tudent interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY.

Thursday, October 6, 1988
for positions in its Cleveland office, and

Thesday, October 18, 1988
for positions in its Columbus office.
A significant number of our Partners and Associates are
graduates of the University ofl\uchigan Law School. We look
fonvard to continuing this tradition in meeting with you this fall.

Student inter11iew request cards are due in the Placement Offu:e
TODAY {or inter11iews with the Washington and Clel!eland o!Tu:es.

McCutchen, Black,
Verleger & Shea
of Los Angeles, California
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
second and third year students on

Friday, September 30, 1988.
The McCutchen firm consists of 86 lawyers specializing in all major areas of civil litigation
(including admiralty, environmental, products liability and constitutional law), corporate, real
estate, banking, tax and general business law. We have a 60-year tradition of excellence in
lawyering from written and oral advocacy, to counseling and effective negotiation. If you will be
in Los Angeles before September 30, please let us know and we may be able to see you before our
on-campus visit. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you on the 30th.
Student interview sign-ups may be made in the Placement Office TODAY.
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Olson's Pennant Forecast: Jerks 'R' In this Fall
By Steve Olson
This is an article about baseball. This is a newspaper
about law school. See the correlation? Me neither. In future
weeks, this column will be teeming with rughlights from the
fast-paced and exciting world oflaw school intramural athletics. Since these activities do not begin until later this week, a
hlghlights article, although creative and possibly dramatic
would be a bit premature. Thus, the Czar, ever the editorial
genius and not wishing to waste a literary talent oftrus magnitude for even one week, commissioned an article about the
baseball pennant races.
This author's immediate response to the request was
"Who cares?~ Law students have more important things to
worry about than baseball, such as the wild skunk living in the
Quad, holding down Lawyers Club cuisine, selecting the
proper classes to sleep through, whether to actually buy books
this semester, whether all persons wearing thongs in public
should be executed, Jocko's love life, and the accuracy of
Hunter's college football rankings. But after reading last
week's Res Gestae, it became clear that no one on the staff
knows the meaning of the words "Who cares." With that in
mind, this is an article about baseball, filling up space between
the ads.
First, the National League will be given the space it so
richly deserves. The Metsand the Dodgers win their divisions.
New York and Los Angeles. There is no justice in trus world.
Editorial Comment: There will be less justice in this world
when Bart Giamatti takes over as Commissioner. \Vho would
have thought the two requirements for the job were attendance at several baseball games as a youth, and a passing
knowledge of Renaissance literature. It shows what happens
when Yalies are allowed into positions of power such as Baseball Commissioner, Vice President, or Features Editor.
Next, The American League. With the Tigers finally playing down to their ability, the A.L. East has become a dog fight,
literally. Apparently any team wi\\ing to play .500 ball can
walk away with this division. The trick is finding a team
which is able. One is generally concerned about making
written predictions with so little timeremainingin the season,
but such concern quickly fades as one realizes that no one is
going to read this article, much less hold on to it for three

weeks and compare it with the final standings.
Thus, a prediction. I am pulling strongly for the Tigers
and their inspirational leader Alan Trammel (As a shortstop,
one of a kind. As a man, one of the kindest.) Sparky may be
able to pull another one out of his seemingly bottomless hat,
but injuries, age, and Fred Lynn's attitude should prevail and
send our boys horne early trus fall.
On paper, Boston looks like the team to beat. The league's
best hitting, two and a half quality starters, and a semireliable closer also make them a good bet in the playoffs should
they advance that far. There has been a black cloud hanging
over the Red Sox since 1918, however. Some way, some how,
lightning will find a way to strike them again during the final
week of the season.
The possibility of a division crown for theYankee's and a
potential Subway Series is too frightenin g a thought to visualize, much less put on paper. So call me loopy, but this vote
goes to the Milwaukee Brewers. Cheeseheads rejoice as
marginal hitting and no name pitching take the Brew Crew to
the top of the A.L. East. But don't quote me on that.
On to everyone's favorite division, the American League
Best. It's Oakland by a country mile, once again proving that
you don't have to be a jerk to \vin, but it doesn't seem to hurt.
As I'm sure you've noticed, everywhere you go this summer, all
over the world, you hear people asking, "What happened to
America's Team, The World Champion Minnesota Twins?" It
was almost universally agreed that if anyone was going to
repeat as World Champions this year it would be the Twinkies. In reality, which is where most of us spend at least some
of our time, the Twins have a better record than they had
during that Championship season of a year ago. In fact, at
press time the T'vins would have been leading the powerful
American League East. With Bank-it Frankie Viola (Cy-ola)
on the mound and Kirby "The Great One" Puckett flagging
down everything in center field of the cavernous Metrodorne,
the Champs seemed poised to make a run at yet another
division title. But just as their rally was beginning, the team's
inspirational leader, gold glover Gary Gaetli went down with
torn cartilage in his knee, and the dream was over. But cry not
for our fallen heros as they shall return next year....Better,
Faster, Stronger and primed to give Oakland a forearm-bash

Law in the Raw
T'ed Off
Last September, students at Tigard High School in Oregon
~ere

outraged when their new principal, Al Zimmerman,
banned the wearing of any T-shirts bearing beer or drug
messages or logos. Students with offending shirts were sent
home to change, ordered to cover them up with an overcoat,
or in some cases, suspended.
The most common offender was the then trendy Corona
Extra Beer shirt. However, some shirts of questionable
taste were allowed, such as one worn by a female student
which read, •objects under this shirt are larger than they
appear.• After much complaining from the student body,
the principal agreed to an all-school assembly to debate the
ban. The students won back their right to the shirt of their
choosing. They then paid a helpful ACLU attorney,
appropriately enough, with a Spuds MacKenzie T-shirt.

ABA Journal, May 1, 1988

to the thront.
Although it seems anti-climactic without the Won:
Champions back to defend their title, the World Series deE:
deserve some mention. The American League West will v.-·
its third World Championship in the past four years as ~
Athletics walk over the Mets, taking the first two garr.es ::
NewYorkand finishingitoffin Game Five. Or not. Onegro::
of jerks beating a bigger group of jerks. That's baseball~
1988.

Fall Tennis and
Volleyball Signups End Today
Today is the last day to sign up for the :a\
School tennis and volleyball tournaments. The La"'
School Sports Committee will be hosting a beach
volleyball tournament this conriog f'riday, at 2:30. a:
Elbel Field (the comer ofDivision and Hoowrt. Toe
committe!.' \viii also sponsor a tennis tournament for
mixed double~, and men's nnd women's singles. Rounc

·. o. ~e of this tournam.·..en.t

b.e.' ns this upcoming Friday,
.W1th further ltrounds :: to: be announced later.
· ::.Pa1·ticipntion is op~n''to';}l)avoi st~dents. and thost
wi~h,i ng to enter a tou.Tnatl-J~# o'iay do so todny m fror::
of room 100 between lO:oo'am and 2:00pm.
'l'he Sports Committee bas tllso annou nced ~;:s
oth('r fall evC'nts, which include golf (in early Octob....
softball (in mid October), football (in late Octob£-r, a
dist.nnce run (m early November), bowling (in oic
November), Md a possible rugby game against .;;e
busin('SS school. As in yenrs pnst, the softbaU
tournament will determine:who defends Michigan's
honot M th() Universi;~1.;§f:Y},J'!P:N~;n~~icnal.Jawschoo!
softball tournament. \::)[:~;~'~;~':i;~i::!';::·::·::;='~f":':':f: '·
g
.J
• •.

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer
1\otall Dublinersare taking trus lying down, however. Several
...:: fighti ng the ordinance, fighting for what one woman
believed was her constitutional right to leave one's laundr.>
"flapping in the wind."

New York Times, April13, 1988

Learned His Lesson
At.cording to the police report, the defendant was traveling 45

m ph. in a 25 m.p.h. zone and had run a stop sign. Not so
unusual, except this had occurred with a man clinging to the
hMd of the car.
Aikr accepting a plea of guilty from the speeder, the traffic
1..0'11 t commissioner asked the defendant who the man that
was hanging onto the hood of his car was.
"My brother-in-law," he replied.
''What happened?" the commissioner asked.
"My brother-in-law owed me money, I asked for it, he said no,
and he hit me in the face. I was on my way to the police station
when he jumped onto the front of my car."
Surprised, the commissioner asked, •In let you out ofjail, how
cHn I be sure this won't happen again?•
The defendant quickly responded, •oh, I think he learned his
i~sson."

ABA Journal, October 1, 1987

She Shoots While God Saves
A missionary woman who k.illrd her husband nfler a quarrel
ovet who could save more souls was acquitted last mon'h
when the jury found she had acted in !lelf-defense. "I'm just '1
servant of the Lord," Chicago resident Michele Schwartz
'

<krlared alter the verdict was read .
Schwartz, 41, told Detective James O'Leary shehadai:rnei
a .ll3 revolver directly at the husband's heart when he
came toward her as they argued. "She thought God wan:ec.
her to protect herself," according to O'Leary, who founc
Schwartz reading a Bible after neighbors summoned poliu
to the scene of the crime. The victim, 60-year-old Cha::a
Jones, was a preacher at the Hope Rescue Mission. Wl:l<
the couple apparently often fought violently, their~;;
quarrel focused on who could preach better and whosho- 2
do the housework at the mission. "If I scrubbed tl'ch't
toilet bowls I didn't complain because I do love the L«t! ·
Schwartz testiliC'd.

Student Lawyer, December 1986

Puppy Love
Dee -field, nlinois residents Joseph andAnitaJanoski:OO.
their beloved German Shepherd to the vet for diagn0;5:::
t1 eatment. Tht> pooch was given an anesthetic, and pas;e;
away \\ithout ever regaining consciousness. The fie:·
ridden Janoski':; did not take trus loss lyingdown,ho11e•c;
They sought to recoup their emotional losses, suing th£r
"': r,..,r the loss of the companionship from the dog.
The District Appellate Court judge refused to perm1; '
r1.,i m for the emotional losses inflicted upon theJano;:C1:
perhaps fenri ng a parade of grieving goldfish owners'-""
others whos(' p('ts pass away. The judge did rule that·· t
Janoski's could have recovered the actual value ofthec·?
J...,t this wns oflittle solace to them. No appeal is in t:l
wor!<s, for in th£> words of the Janoski's attorney, "We~
it r.oout as far as we want to go... ."
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